Specifically for

UMH DELTA

Therapeutic Applications

Water in Spring Water Quality.
The UMH Delta has been developed specifically for thera-

is 24-carat gold plated and fitted with a special gemstone

peutic use. The pyramid-shaped stand structure allows for

composition. Additionally, inside the device you will find

the highly effective multiple energizing of water and other

handmade borosilicate glass vials and a hyperbolic flow

beverages. Depending on the frequency of the application,

cycle that allow for a highly stable energy field.

a custom level of energy can be reached. The brass device

Range of Use

Adavantages

- Therapeutic work

- Elimination of a spectrum of pollutants

- For multiple energizing

- Improving cellular water and nutrient absorption capacity
- Crystalline spring water structure

Warranty

- Stable bioenergy

- 5-year warranty on function and device technology

- Energizing of bottled water and beverages

- 5-month money-back guarantee for unsatisfactory

- Multiple energizing possible

effectiveness

- Transfer of anabolic energy when drinking
- Noticeably softer and fresher taste
- No electricity, no chemicals, no magnets
- Maintenance-free

»The principle of all things is water,
because water is everything

and everything turns back into water.«
				

UMH convinces.
Identical UMH Master 2

Thales of Milet

Detlef Jaehn

Practice for Holistic
Biological Regeneration
Good day, Ladies and Gentlemen,

5. Drip edge

I see the UMH water not as a pana-

Dear Friends,

6. RF/HF pulse passage

cea, but as a basis for a therapeutic

7. Healing spectrum

resolution for pathogenic caused

I would like to thank you for your

8. Information storage capacity

complexes. When we understand

interest in my work and would like to

9. Cluster Type

the path of healing as a recovery of

convey the practical results regarding

10. Imagery of water crystal

the inner and outer harmony, then

the use of the UMH water purifica-

11. pH value

it requires the resolution of chaos

tion device over the last 15 years,

12. Bovis units

in which the disease grows. You will

in our metabolic medical practice.

13. Good sensors

find that what we drink in energe-

Within the holistic biological therapy

14. Energy and long-term

tic and structural chaos, healing is

approach is the quality assurance of

molecular stability

very questionable, because our life

the best possible hydration, as is the

15. Small intestinal resorption

processes are known to rest in about

top priority of the implementation of

16. Liver processing capability

70% water. From a scientific point

an optimal diet.

17. Cellular absorption capacity

of view, water is the second evolu-

18. Vitamin transportability

tionary factor after light. We should

in the body
19. Mineral transportability
in the body

protect it and use it. I hope these
remarks to be of service and remain
with best regards.

20. Neutralization capacity
21. Toxin and metal elimination
capability
22. Activation of digestive

Detlef Jaehn

fluid secretion

Customer review, 2005

23. Energetic performance increase
in all organ functions
24. Safe blood cell dehydration
and elimination
25. Affordability
In my 3-year search for suitable

Specifications

suppliers, I let myself be guided by

After many individual attempts, I

key performance criteria that healthy

found the UMH water to be a reliable

water should possess in order to act

solution that allows these perfor-

Height in mm:

490

quickly, safely and holistically:

mance parameters to be achieved.

Standing space in mm:

500 x 500

By continuous kinesiologic measure-

Water flow l/min:

16

1. Hygienic toxicological safety

ments and my more than ten years of

Weight in kg:

3,8

2. Surface tension

practical experience in those seeking

3. Electrical conductance

holistic help, monitoring the effec-

4. Biophoton storage

tiveness was thereby ensured.

For legal reasons, the company UMH and all of their brands offer no promise of healing. The devices cannot be a substitute for medical care, and at best can have a supporting effect. The listed experts report
and information on the effects are not currently recognized by doctors of conventional medicine and scientists alike. In the field of alternative medicine, however, it gains much more importance. The use of
UMH products should not result in the replacement of treatment for health problems by a doctor or medical practitioner.

